1. We see some old photos of a place. What is it called? ________________
2. What year is it at the start of the movie? __________________________
3. It's Ikal's first day at school. What does he not want to wear? ________________
4. How does Ikal get to school? __________________________
5. What is special about this day for Ibu Muslimah? __________________________
6. There is a boy waiting at school. Why can't his father come? __________________________
7. How many students do Pak Harfan and Bu Mus need to start the school? __________________________
8. We hear a siren. What is it for? __________________________
9. What is the headmaster of the rich school next door talking about? __________________________
10. Why is Pak Harfan waiting until 11.00? __________________________
11. Who is the 10th student who enables the school to open? __________________________
12. Borek is a fitness fanatic. What does he tell Ikal to do? __________________________
13. What are the kids doing instead of going to class? __________________________
14. Why does Kucai want to quit as class president? __________________________
15. What story does Pak Harfan tell the class? __________________________
16. What do the kids have to do before praying? __________________________
17. What do they wear while praying? __________________________
18. We hear the kids reciting the “Pancasila” (the rules of the Indonesian state). How many rules are there? __________________________
19. What does Lintang do after his Dad comes home from fishing? __________________________
20. What hazard does he meet on the way to school? ____________________________

21. What has happened to the school room? ________________________________

22. What do the class do while Pak Har cleans up? ___________________________

23. What do the kids see while at the beach? ________________________________

24. What does Lintang explain to his friends? _______________________________

25. Bu Mus calls them “Laskar Pelangi”. What does it mean? __________________

26. Why is Pak Zul from the Education Department worried about the school? ________________

27. Why is Pak Harfan so determined to keep the school open? _________________

28. What are the kids studying in Pak Bakri’s class? __________________________

29. What are the kids in the rich school getting? ____________________________

30. What are the kids at SD Muhammadiyah studying maths with? ______________

31. How do we know Lintang is good at maths? ______________________________

32. What is Mahar’s hobby? _______________________________________________

33. What does Pak Makmud offer to Bu Mus? _________________________________

34. Does she accept? ____________________________________________________

35. What is the bad news about doing the exam? _____________________________

36. What problem is there for the teachers at SD Muhammadiyah? ______________

37. What has always been Bu Mus’s dream? _________________________________

38. What did Harun draw on his exam paper? _______________________________

39. What do the kids have to do in their holidays? __________________________

40. What are the rich kids doing in their holidays? __________________________

41. What does Flo from the rich school give the kids? _________________________

42. Complete this advice from Pak Harfan’s lesson outside: “Live to _______________ as much as you can, not to _______________ as much as you can”.

43. Whose turn is it to go and buy chalk from Manggar (the town)? ______________

44. Why does Pak Bakri leave? ____________________________________________

45. According to Bu Mus, nobody believes that ______________________________

46. What is Pak Bakri’s advice? __________________________________________

47. What does Bu Mus say they must do? ________________________________

48. What does Lintang do while Ikal goes into the shop? ______________________

49. What happens to Ikal when he sees A Ling’s hand on the chalk? __________

50. Who does Bu Mus appoint to create the carnival performance? ___________

51. How does Ikal get to go to Manggar again? _____________________________

52. How does A Kiong help Ikal to see A Ling again? ________________________

53. How does Ikal get his hair looking good? ________________________________
54. What does A Ling give back to Ikal?

55. What kind of performance are the rich kids rehearsing?

56. What do the kids think about Mahar as he tries to come up with an idea for the carnival?

57. How are the kids dressed for the carnival?

58. Name 3 other types of performance at the carnival.

59. What is the result of the carnival and what does the school get?

60. What special piece of furniture arrives at the school?

61. Who has gone missing at night?

62. Who is the new student at SD Muhammadiyah?

63. What is Flo interested in?

64. What have Mahar and Flo found?

65. Why is Bu Mus angry with the class?

66. What does Ikal find out on his next trip to the chalk shop?

67. What gift from A Ling is given to him by A Kiong?

68. Why is Bu Mus worried about Pak Harfan?

69. Where does Lintang go with his Dad?

70. Why do Flo and Mahar want to go to Pirate's Island?

71. How do most of the kids feel about going to the cave?

72. What is the shaman's (witch doctor's) advice for success in school?

73. The kids sing "Bunga Seroja", a Malay love song, to Ikal. How is Ikal feeling after losing A Ling?

74. Why does Ikal complain to his classmates about the trophy?

75. What happens to Pak Harfan?

76. We see the funeral scene. Where are the men sitting?
   Where are the women sitting?

77. Bu Mus is so sad about Pak Harfan that she doesn't go to school for a while. What do the kids do?

78. What does Ikal's Dad do to try and cheer him up?

79. There are only two kids left in class. Who?

80. What do Ikal and Lintang do?

81. Who ends up teaching the class about history?

82. There is a sign for a new competition. What is it?

83. What do we see the kids and Bu Mus doing in class?

84. What does Bu Mus make for the kids?

85. Why is Lintang worried about his Dad?
86. What happens to Lintang on the day of the competition? ____________________________

87. Why doesn't Lintang get awarded the first point? ________________________________

88. Why doesn't Mahar answer the question he knows? ______________________________

89. Who is the best at the maths questions? ________________________________

90. What does Pak Makmud do to help? __________________________________________

91. How is Lintang's answer proved right? ________________________________________

92. What does Lintang find out when he goes home? ________________________________

93. What news does the class finally receive from him? ______________________________

94. What does Lintang do finally? ______________________________________________

95. We fast forward to what year? ______________________________________________

96. Why did the tin mine (PN Timah) have to close? ________________________________

97. The man on the bus is Ikal grown up. Who does he meet in town? _________________

98. What does Lintang show him? ______________________________________________

99. What did Mahar end up doing? ______________________________________________

100. Why did Ikal return? ___________________________________________________

101. Where is he going to study? ______________________________________________

102. What does Lintang receive from Ikal? ________________________________________
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